Sock Frame

M8 External earth connection

1200 or 1800 DEPENDING ON SOCK TYPE

1385 or 1985 DEPENDING ON SOCK TYPE

SEE TABLE FOR AC OR DC DEFINITION

AC Wiring | DC Wiring
---|---
1 | L1 +1
1 | L1 +1
2 | L2 +2
2 | L2 +2
3 | N -
3 | N -

Obstruction Lighting

Sock & Obstruction Lighting

Windsock

TYPE: HWC100EX-xxx-xxx

Units: mm, tolerances: ±n/a mm unless otherwise indicated
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Sock Frame

Sock

M8 External earth connection

1200 or 1800 DEPENDING ON SOCK TYPE

1385 or 1985 DEPENDING ON SOCK TYPE

M25x1.5 Blindplug

M25x1.5 Entry

18 (4x)

PD 145

185

See Table for AC or DC Definition

1200 or 1800 depending on sock type

1385 or 1985 depending on sock type

Windsock

Type: HWC100EX-xxx

AC Wiring

DC Wiring

1 Not used

1 Not used

2 L2 +2

2 L2 +2

3 N -

3 N -

Sock Lighting

Not Applicable